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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall be concerned with the special second-order differential equation 
y"= f (t,y) 
1 
(1.1) 
with initial conditions y(O)=y 0 and y'(O)=y'0 • In particular, we will consider problems, where it is 
known in advance that the solution y(t) is periodic due to some external forcing term. To be more 
precise, we aim at problems of the form 
y"(t) = M(t,y).y+g(i,y), (1.2) 
where Mis a matrix with a negative spectrum and g(t,y(t)) is a periodic function oft; furthermore, 
M and g are slowly varying with (t,y) and y, respectively. The solution component representing the 
forced oscillation, introduced by g, will be called the "inhomogeneous" solution component. In our 
analysis it will be assumed that the inhomogeneous solution component dominates the solution and 
forcesy(t) to be periodic with frequency w. 
The methods to be analysed in this paper are explici~ Runge-Kutta-Nystrom methods, the adaptive 
Runge-Kutta-Nystrom methods proposed in STREHMEL & WEINER [11], and the special predictor-
corrector methods proposed in VAN DER HOUWEN & SoMMEIJER [7]. Conditions will be derived for 
tuning these families of methods to the given problem, and concrete methods will be constructed that 
satisfy these conditions. The resulting methods are characterized by the property that the phase error 
of the inhomogeneous solution component is significantly smaller than the phase errors produced by 
conventional methods. Our main results are, relative to the usual test equation (cf.(2.1)), (i) families of 
second-order Runge-Kutta-Nystrom methods of explicit type and of linearly implicit type (adaptive 
methods) with zero phase lag in the inhomogeneous solution component, and (ii) a family of fourth-
order predictor-corrector methods of arbitrarily high phase lag order and dissipation order. 
In a number of earlier papers (cf. e.g. BRUSA & NIGRO [l], GLADWELL & THOMAS [5], THOMAS [12] 
and STREIIMEL & WEINER [11]), the reduction, or even the elimination, of the inhomogeneous phase 
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error has already been studied. The present paper extends this work, firstly, by treating the important 
classes of Runge-Kutta-Nystrom type methods and predictor-corrector methods in a systematic way, 
and secondly, by a simultaneous reduction of the inhomogeneous phase lag and dissipation error. 
Finally, we remark that the phase lag analysis of the homogeneous solution component (using a 
homogeneous test equation) has been studied in CHAWLA & RAo [2], TwIZELL [13], VAN DER 
HOUWEN & SOMMEIJER [8,9], and CHAWLA, RAo & NETA [3]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall derive recursions for the approximate solution of the test equation 
y"(t)= -82y(t)+ce;"'1; 82 >0; w2=/=82 ; c,wE~ \ {O} (2.1) 
when integrated by a numerical method. Here, 8 and w respectively correspond to the dominating fre-
quencies in homogeneous and inhomogeneous solution components of the given equation (1.1); w will 
be assumed to be given and 8 represents an eigenvalue of the matrix Min (1.2). Three classes of 
numerical methods will be considered, viz. Runge-Kutta-Nystrom methods, adaptive Runge-Kutta-
Nystrom methods, and predictor-corrector type methods. 
Throughout this paper we use the notation 
z 0 : = -T282 , v0 : =Tw, 
where T denotes the integration step of the numerical method. 
2.1. Runge-Kutta-Nystrom methods 
Consider the explicit, m-stage Runge-Kutta-Nystrom (RKN) method 
Y~0i1 = Yn> 
. J-1 
Y~i I = Yn + Jl-JTYn +T2 L Apf(tn + P,1T,y~l+ i), J = l, ... ,m, /l-0 =O, P.m = l, (2.2) 
/=O 
m-1 
Yn +I :=y~m)1, Yn+I: =jn +T L :>..U(tn +µ,1T,y~>+i), 
/=O 
where µ1,:>..p,:>..; satisfy certain order conditions. For a survey of order conditions for RKN methods 
we refer to [6]. 
Suppose that not all parameters µ,1,:>..p and :>..; are used for satisfying the order conditions. Then, 
one may try to use the remaining degrees of freedom for increasing the accuracy when integrating the 
special test equation (2.1 ). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the polynomials Am(z ), Bm(z ), Cm(z) be defined by 
J-1 
and let 
Ao(z):=l, A/z):=l+zL;\JIAI(z), j=l, ... ,m, 
/=O 
j-1 
Bo(z):=O, B/z):=µ,1+zL:\JIBI(z), }=1, ... ,m, 
l=O 
J-1 . 
Co(z): =O, C/z): = LAJ1[zCI(z)+e 1111"0 ], j = l, ... ,m 
/=O 
m-1 m-1 
A~(z):=z L :>..;A1(z), B~(z):=l+z L :>..;BI(z), 
/=O /=O 
m-1 C~(z):= L :>..;[zCI(z)+/111••1, 
/=O 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
2 * * * <I>2(z,K): =t -(Am(z)+ Bm(z))t+ Am(z)Bm(z)-Am(z)Bm(z). 
Then the numerical solution of (2.1) satisfies the recursion 
<I>2(zo,E)yn =c-r2[Cm(zo)/Po + Bm(Zo)C:(zo)- s:(zo)Cm(zo)]/nPo. 
PROOF. Application of the RKN method to (2.1) yields 
Yn+I =A,,Jln +-rB,Jln +-?Cmc/nv.' 
ryn +I =A~n +-rB:,Yn +-?c:c/nvo, 
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(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where the polynomials are evaluated at z 0 • Elimination of Yn + 1,yn,... from the recursion (2.6) leads 
to the recursion (2.5). D 
It should be remarked that the polynomials Cm and c: depend on the value of v0 . In fact, as we 
shall see later, the coefficients of the polynomials Am, A:, Bm and n: will also depend on v0 and, in 
a few cases, on z0 • 
2.2. Adaptive Runge-Kutta-Nystrom methods 
We consider them-stage adaptive Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method (ARKN method) 
(0) - • Yn+I -yn+l'-oTYn• 
. I y~;_ 1 = Vo((P,j-r)2T)yn + Jl.jTV1 ((J.tj-r)2T)yn +-?1-j: Apgf, j = l,. . .,m, (2.7a) 
l=O 
m-1 
Yn+1:=AmJ1o Yn+I =Vo(-r2T)yn+T[TV1(-r2T)yn+ L B1g1], 
l=O 
where the functions Vi(z) are defined by 
I -' _, I Ro(Yz)-Ro(-Vz) 
V0(z):=2[Ro(vz)+Ro(- vz)], V1(z):= 2 Vz ' (2.7b) 
1 R,(Vz)-R,(-Vz) 
Vi+1(z):= 2(/-l)! Vz • 1=1,2,. ... 
The rational function R 0(z) is an approximation to exp (z). The rational functions Rt(z),l = 1,2,. .. are 
recursively given by 
R 0(z)- l IR,(z)-1 R 1(z):= , R1+1(z):= • /=1,2,... (2.7c) z z 
and the functions A JI and B1 are defined by 
PJ p 
Ap(z):= LaWVi+2(z), B1:= L'Ys1Vi+1(z), (2.7d) 
s=O s=O 
where aW, 'Yst are parameters which determine the method, T is a constant matrix on [tn,tn +-r], usu-
ally an approximation to the Jacobian matrix of the system. The values g1 are given by 
g1: = f(tn + P,1T, y~>+ I )-Ty~>+ I· 
For T=O we obtain a classical explicit RKN method. A detailed description of ARKN methods 
(with p.o =O) can be found in [11]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the rational functions Cm(z ), c:(z) be defined by 
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and let 
m-1 
Cm(z): = L Amt/p.,v,, 
/=O 
m-1 
* "'\:' ju~ Cm(z): = .ir:., B1e ,,., ', 
l=O 
<1>2(z,n: =t2 -2V0(z)t+ Vij(z)-zVT(z). 
Then the numerical solution, when integrating the test equation (2.1 ), satisfies the recursion 
<l>2(zo,E)yn =c,2[Cm(zo)/v, + V1(zo)C:(zo)-Vo(zo)Cm(zo)]e"'v0 • (2.8) 
PROOF. Application of the adaptive RKN method to (2.1) yields 
Yn +I= VoYn +TV1Yn +,.ZcCmeµ,v,, 
ryn +I =zV1Yn +TVoYn +,.Zcc:/nv,_ 
Elimination of Yn + i.Yn• · · · from these recursions leads to the recursion (2.8). D 
2.3. Predictor-corrector methods 
The predictor-corrector method, as defined in [7,9], is an iteration scheme for approximating the solu-
tion of the implicit linear k •-step method 
(2.9) 
The initial approximation to Yn+k" is denoted by y~0~k· and is assumed to be provided by an explicit 
linear k-step method with characteristic polynomials {p,a}. It will be assumed that the coefficients a~ 
and b~ of tk* in p* and ,; are respectively 1 and =¥=0. If the corrector equation (2.9) is written in the 
form 
(2.9') 
where ~n represents the back values in (2.9), then the successive iterates in the iteration scheme are 
defined by 
U> _ J, [ (1-1) +- 'j,l-1)]+). ~ · -1 Yn +I - .2 µJIYn +I µJlr n +I l\J"'n• } - , ... ,m, (2.lOa) 
/=I 
where the parameters µJI, µJI and A.1 are assumed to satisfy the compatibility conditions 
j j.,_ • . 
LµJI= 1-A.1, _2µJl=b0 ~, J = l, ... ,m. (2.lOb) 
/=I /=I 
The iterate A~ 1 will be adopted as the final approximation to the solution of (2.9) and is therefore 
denoted by Yn + 1. 
In the analysis of the method (2.10) the iteration polynomial P m(z ), recursively defined by 
j 
Po(z)= 1, PJ<z)= L[µJl+Ji,Jlz]P1-1(z), j = l, ... ,m, (2.11) 
/=I 
plays a central role. It governs both the accuracy and the stability of the method. In the present 
paper, the parameters µJI and /J,p, and therefore the coefficients of P m(z ), are allowed to depend on T. 
Notice that (2.lOb) implies that Pm(l / b~)= 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let the predictor {p,a} and the corrector {p* ,u·} be of order p and p •, respectively, 
,, 
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and let Pm(-1)=0(.f) as T~O. Then the predictor-corrector method (2.10) is of order 
p=min{p*,_p+s,4+2p}. 
PROOF. Cf. [7]. 0 
We see that, by specifying the LM methods {p,a} and {p*,o*}, and the iteration polynomial, the 
order of the method is completely determined. In the choice of the LM methods and Pm(z) we shall 
be led by our wish to minimize the (global) error that arises when the test equation (2.1) is integrated. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let {p* ,a*} and {p,a} be normalized in the sense that a~ =a0 =1, and let 
(1-b*z)P (z) -
R(z,n: =p*<r)- Pm~z)-~ i><nfk. -k 
( 1-b*z)P (z) -
S(z,n:=a*<r)- Pm~z)-~ a<r)fk.-k (2.12) 
<Pk(z,n: =R(z,n-zs(z,n . 
Then the solution, when integrating the test· equation (2.1 ), satisfies the recursion 
PROOF. Application of the predictor-corrector method (2.10) to the test equation (2.1) yields 
YW~1 =Pi(zo)y~0~1 +Q/zo)~n +Qj(zo)c/<n +l)Po, 
where Pi is defined in (2.11), and Qi and Qj respectively satisfy the recursions 
i 
Qo(z)=O, Q/z)=Xi+ ~[µJ1+iLJ1z]Q1-1(z), 
l=I 
Q~(z)=O, Qj(z)=b~Xi-1 + ±[µJI +jLJlz ]Q; _ 1 (z). 
l=I 
By virtue of (2. IOb) it can be verified that Qi and Q j are related to Pi according to 
• • r2 • r2 1 - Pj(z) 
Qi(z)=bo Q/z)=bo l -b~ 
On substituting into (2.14) and observing that 
y~0~ 1 =[Ek -p(E)JPn + 1-k +r2a(E)fn + 1-k· 
~n =[Ek. -p * (E)]yn + 1-k· -r2[b~Ek. -a* (E)if,, + 1-k·, 
we arrive at the recursion (2.13). D 
2.4. The numerical solution of the test equation 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
We shall derive an explicit expression for the numerical solution of the test equation determined by 
the recursions (2.5), (2.8) and (2.13). These recursions are of the form 
<P(zo,E)yn =c-1 F(zo,Po)einPo, (2.15) 
where <P(z, n is a polynomial in ~ with coefficients depending on z but not on n, and F(z, P) is a given 
function of z and P, again not depending on n. By virtue of this special form , the following theorem 
holds: 
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THEOREM 2.5. 
The general solution of (2.15) assumes the form 
2 F(zo,vo) in" r -
Yn=cr . e 0 +~tjcm-1(n), 
<I>(zo,e'v•) j=I ' 
(2.16) 
where tj, j=l, ... ,r, are zeros of <I>(z0 ,t) of multiplicity mj and {cm1 - 1(n)} are polynomials inn of 
degree mj - 1. 
PROOF. By writing 
Y =u einPo n n 
and on substitution into (2.15), we obtain the recursion 
<I>(z 0 ,/vo E)un =cT2 F(zo,vo). 
The general solution of this recursion is given by (cf. e.g. Lambert [10,p.8]) 
F(zo,vo) r -;,, 
Un =cT2 . + °"" (e 0 tf[c·1 +c·2n +c·3n(n -1)+ · · · m( /Po) .~ } J J J 
-vz0 ,e 1 =1 
+c· n(n -1) · · · (n -m-+2)] 1m1 J ' 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
where mj is the multiplicity of the characteristic root tj of <I> and where the constants cjl are arbitrary. 
From (2.17) and (2.18) the assertion of the theorem readily follows. D 
The numerical solutions provided by the RKN type and predictor-corrector methods can now be 
obtained explicitly by substituting the corresponding quantities <I>, F and tj into (2.16); these quanti-
ties are given in the Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4, respectively. 
3. REDUCTION OF PHASE ERRORS AND DISSIPATION ERRORS 
3.1. Possible strategies 
Having derived the numerical solution to our test equation (2.1) we are in a position to compare its 
error with respect to the exact solution of (2.1); the exact solution can be represented by 
(t ) - -cT2 inv0 + inv=-;;;+ -inv=-;;; J n - 2 e C+e c_e , zo+vo 
(3.1) 
where c + and c _ are constants determined by the initial conditions. In the expressions (2.16), for the 
numerical solution, and (3.1), for the exact solution, the first term is called the inhomogeneous solution 
component and the subsequent terms are called the homogeneous solution components. The inhomo-
geneous solution component is one source of possible phase errors caused by a different argument of 
the expressions in front of exp (inv0 ). The homogeneous solution components give rise to two sources 
of phase errors: firstly, the principal characteristic roots t1> and t2 in (2.16) may differ in phase with 
exp (-+-i ~), and secondly, the corresponding coefficients cm, - I and cm
2 
- I may differ in phase 
with the coefficients c ±. The phase errors caused by the phase lag of the characteristic roots, increase 
linearly in time and was termed propagated dispersion in [8]. The two other forms of phase errors do 
not depend on t and may be considered as initial dispersion (or initial phase lag) of inhomogeneous and 
homogeneous type, respectively. 
It should be observed that a vanishing inhomogeneous component (c =O) in the exact solution 
implies a vanishing inhomogeneous component in the numerical solution, and vice versa. This is not 
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true for the homogeneous components. Thus, when integrating an equation whose exact solution does 
not contain homogeneous components ( c + = c _ = 0), the numerical solution will generally have 
homogeneous components. In such cases, the effect of the homogeneous components on the total 
phase error is not clear, because we cannot compare the arguments of corresponding components. 
A second observation concerns the weight factor in front of the forced oscillation exp(inTw). Let c 
be fixed in (2.1) and let w increase. Then, it follows from (3.1) that the inhomogeneous component in 
the exact solution is decreasing in magnitude. Suppose that we have no homogeneous components in 
the exact solution; then it may happen that the inhomogeneous component in the numerical solution 
is dominating for small values of the forced frequency w, but is becoming insignificant (with respect to 
the numerical homogeneous components) if w increases. Thus, when the method is devised in order to 
represent the forced oscillation accurately, then it will only be effective if the inhomogeneous com-
ponent is dominating in the numerical solution. Such methods loose their effectiveness if w increases. 
This phenomenon was observed experimentally by THOMAS [12] and by STREHMEL and WEINER [11]. 
In this paper we shall concentrate on the reduction of the inhomogeneous phase error. Following 
BRUSO and NIGRO [l], we estimate the magnitude of phase errors relative to the phase of the 
corresponding exact solution component . For the inhomogeneous phase error this leads to the fol-
lowing definition: 
DEFINITION 3.1. The inhomogeneous phase error introduced by the numerical scheme (2.15) is defined 
by 
zo+P5 F(zo,Po) -1 
Pinh: = I 2 I I arg [ iv ] - arg [ 2 ] I . 
er <I>(z 0,e 0 ) zo +Po 
If Pinh = 0(-f/) as ,.~o, then the method is said to have inhomogeneous phase lag of order q . D 
Similarly, we define the inhomogeneous dissipation error by: 
DEFINITION 3.2. The dissipation error of the inhomogeneous component of the numerical solution 
determined by (2.15), is defined by 
• _ 2 F(zo,Po) 
D;nh·- I (zo+vo) . I -1. 
<I>(z,e'vo) 
If Dinh =O(r), then the method is said to have dissipation of order r with respect to the inhomogeneous 
solution component . D 
In reducing the magnitude of the phase errors, there are several avenues open to us; for instance: 
(i) If the frequencies /3 and w (and therefore z0 and Po) are both precisely known, then one could try 
to determine the free parameters such that Pinh vanishes for the given values of z 0 and Po. 
(ii) If the frequency /3 is not precisely known, but instead, the corresponding value of z0 is known to 
be small, then one could try to maximize the phase l~ order q. 
(iii) If the frequency /3 is known to lie in an interval [13,13], then one could try to minimize Pinh over 
the corresponding interval on the z-axis. -
In a similar way, one can reduce the dissipation error Dinh• or if desired, one can reduce Pinh and 
Dinh simultaneously. In fact, this approach is to be preferred. Firstly, because the reduction of the 
phase error alone leads to complicated formulas defining the parameters of the methods, resulting in 
difficult computer implementations, and secondly, because the dissipation error may decrease the 
accuracy of the method to such an extent that the advantage of a small phase lag is completely lost. 
In the subsequent Sections 3.2.-3.4. we discuss the explicit RKN methods, the ARKN methods and 
the predictor-corrector methods. 
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3.2. Runge-Kutta-Nystrom methods 
For the RKN method (2.2) we obtain 
F(z, v) Bm c: -n: Cm+ Cmeiv 
<I>(z,eiv) <I>2(z,eiv) (3.2) 
where <1>2 is defined in (2.4). In order to simplify the method and, at the same time, to guarantee that 
the method has a nonempty interval of periodicity, we will require that 
for all values of z. Inserting (3.3) into (3.2) yields 
F(z,v) 
<I>(z,eiv) 
THEOREM 3.1 Let 
e-iv[Bmc:-n:cm]+Cm 
2 cos(v)-(Am + n:) 
e-iv[Bmc:-n:cm]+Cm 1 
t:{z,v) := + --
2 cos(v)-(Am+B:) z +v2 · 
If t:=O('r1 ) then the phase lag order and dissipation order are both greater than or equal to y+2. 
PROOF. From (3.4) and the definition of P;nh and D;nh it follows that 
(zo +vfi) (zo +vfi)Im{t:{zo,vo)) 
P;nh = I 2 l·I arctan 2 I er 1-(zo +vo)Re{t:(zo,vo)) 
(zo + vfi)2 Im{t:{zo, vo)) 
= I 1·1 I +0(T4+ 31), 
c-?- 1-(zo + vfi)Re{t:{zo,vo)) 
Dinh= I 1-t:{zo,Po)(zo +vij) I -1. 
The assertion of the theorem is now immediate. D 
(3.3) 
(3.2') 
(3.4) 
We shall restrict our discussion to the RKN methods considered in [8]. These methods are gen-
erated by the array 
1 
P.1 =1 0 
1 
11-2=2 0 X21 
1 0 P.m-1=2 0 Am-1,m-2 
P.m = 1 0 0 1 2=Am,m-l 
0 0 t=x:_, 
and are second-order accurate for all values of X1,1 _1, j = 2, ... ,m - 1. In addition, they satisfy condi-
tion (3.3) so that, for z 0 lying in the periodicity interval, the homogeneous solution component is 
presented by the method without dissipation error. 
When we calculate t:, as defined by (3.4), then it turns out that t: is the real-valued function 
9 
l 
cos(2v)(Sm(z)-2) / z 1 
€(Z v)= +--
' 2cos(v)-Sm(z) z +v2 ' 
(3.4') 
where Sm(z) is the polynomial 
Sm(z)=Am(z)+B:(z) = 2+z + <J2z 2+ · · · +am-JZm-I, 
_ <1m - j +I . _ _ 
A.j,j-I - , J -2, ... ,m -1, a1 -1. 
<1m-j 
Since£ is real, it follows that Pinh =O for all z 0 and v0 • The (inhomogeneous) dissipation error is 
given by 
1 )[S ( ) ] 1 + 3(8a2 - 1 )( _! )2 zo+vij cos(2vo m zo -2 1 w 
Dinh=-1---- -------- = -(-rw)2 +O('r4 ) 
z0 2cos(vo)-Sm(zo) 24 l-(_!)2 
w 
provided that z 0 and v0 are sufficiently small. This expression reveals that the free parameters in the 
polynomial Sm(z) can only be exploited for the reduction of Dinh if we know both /3 and w. For 
instance, if we choose 
1 w2 
(J --(1--) 2
- 8 3132 , 
then Dinh =O('r4 ) (of course, we can do better by setting Dinh =O for the given values of zo = -T2132 
and v0 =WT, see Example 3.1 ). If /3 is not known, or if several frequencies /3 are involved, then it is 
not clear how we can choose Sm(z) such that the dissipation of the inhomogeneous solution com-
ponent is reduced so that the dissipation order exceeds r = 2. In such cases, we propose to use the 
polynomial Sm(z) to reduce the phase error of the homogeneous solution component. This has been 
investigated in [8] where it was pointed out that choosing 
aj = (2~)!, j = l, ... ,m -1 (3.5) 
leads to the maximal attainable phase lag order 2m - 2 for the homogeneous solution. 
EXAMPLE 3.1 Consider the method 
l 0 2 
l 0 p =2, q = oo, ,;:.2 2 <12 
0 0 1 2 
(3.6a) 
0 0 
with (inhomogeneous) dissipation error 
1 
cos(2vo)(l +a2zo) 
D;nh=-1-(zo+vij) 2 2(cos(vo)- l)-zo -a2zo 
Setting D;nh =O yields 
vo Vo (l -cos(2))z0 -cos(2)vij-2(cos(v0)-1) 
vo vo 
cos( 2 )vij-(1-cos( 2))z 0 
1 w2 
:=::::-(1--) 
8 3132 
(3.6b) 
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The resulting method has zero phase lag and zero dissipation. D 
3.3. Adaptive Runge-Kutta methods 
For the ARKN methods (2.7) we obtain 
F(z,v) _ ViC~-VoCm+Cmeiv 
4>(z,eiv) 4>2(z,eiv) 
where 4>2(z,eiv) is defined in (2.8). In order to simplify these methods we require that the rational 
function R 0(z) satisfies the condition 
IRo(ix)j=l for all xER. (3.7) 
This condition guarantees that the ARKN-method possesses an infinite interval of periodicity, i.e. the 
method is P-stable, and that the dissipation error of the homogeneous solution components is zero. 
The propagated phase lag order is equal to the approximation order of R 0(z), so that a reduction of 
the propagated phase error is always possible without difficulty. From the definition of the rational 
functions V0(z) and V 1(z) and with condition (3.7) we obtain the relation 
V5(z)-zVy(z)=I forallzEC. 
Thus we get 
F(z,P) e-iv[V,C~-VoCm]+Cm 
tl>(z,eiv) 2(cos(vo)- Vo) 
In analogy to Theorem 3.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.2 Let 
(3.8) 
If £=0(T1 ) then the phase lag order and the dissipation order are greater than or equal to y+2. D 
EXAMPLE 3.2: We consider the one-stage ARKN method 
Y~O~ I = Yn + ~ T.Yn ' 
Yn+I = Vo(;T)y~ +TV1(;T)yn +; V2(;T)g(tn + ~ T,A0~i), 
Yn+I = Vo(;T)yn +T[TV1(;T)yn + V1(;T)g(tn + ~ T,y~O~I )] . 
(3.9) 
This method possesses the (algebraic) order 2 if the approximation order of R 0 (z) is greater than or 
equal to 2. For £ we obtain 
[Vi<zo)-Vo(zo)V2(z 0 )]e -iv,/ 2 + V2(z 0)/v0 / 2 
£(zo,Po)= 2( ( ) V ( )) + 2 cos v0 - 0 z0 z 0 +v0 
From (2. 7b) it follows 
Vi(z)= V2(z)(l + V 0(z)) for all z EC . (3.10) 
Hence 
Since t: is real we obtain Pinh =O for all z 0 and v0 . The dissipation error is given by 
_ 2 V2(zo) _!_ D;nh--1-(zo+vo) ( ) V ( )cos( 2 vo). cos v0 - o z 0 
Let us assume that 
R0(z)- exp (z)=O(zk) as z~O with k~2. 
then we obtain for V0 (z) and V2(z) the asymptotic expansions 
Vo(zo)= 1 + ~ zo +dozfi +O(z3), 
V2(zo)= ~ +d2zo+O(zfi) 
with d0 ,d2 EH; therefore we get 
2(do -d2)ot + 2~ w4 -( ! -2d2)w282 
Dinh= -.fl 2 2 +O(r
4). 
"'-8 
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Finally, we show that an m-stage ARKN method with a phase lag order q = oo possesses a maximal 
(algebraic) order 2. The following holds 
THEOREM 3.3: Let ck> k =O, l, ... ,M -1, be the different nodes µ1,l =O, l, ... ,m -1 with m~M, of an 
m-stage ARKN method. Then the ARKN method 
µ1 a10 V2 
µi a20V2 a11 V2 
µm-1 am-1,0 V2 
with µo E[O, 1] (3.11) 
aoV2 
boV1 
possesses the phase lag order q = oo if and only if 
~ bj = ~ aj; ~ bj = ~ aj (3.12) 
µ1=c, µ1=1-c, µ1=c, µ1=c, 
for all k =O, 1, ... ,M -1. 
PROOF • From (3.8) it follows that 
m-1 m-1 
"" [V2b - V: V J ivo(µ,-1) + "" V ivoµ, 
"-' 1 / o 2a1 e "-' 2a1e 
l=O /=O 1 
c:(zo,vo)= +---2(cos(vo)- Vo) z0 +vfi 
With (3.10) we obtain 
( ) V 2 ~ l[b iv0(µ,- I) iv0 p., V (b ) iv0(µ,-l)] 1 c: z o, vo = 2( ( ) V ) "-' ,e + a1e + o / - a1 e + 2 cos v0 - 0 l=O z 0 +v0 
t:(z 0 ,v0 ) is real if and only if the conditions (3.12) are fulfilled which is what we wanted to show. D 
THEOREM 3.4: An m-stage ARKN method (3.11) with q=oo possesses the maximal (algebraic) order 
2. 
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PROOF . By application of Theorem 3.3, it follows from (3.12) that 
m-l M-l M-l m-l 
~ a1µ1 = ~ ck ~ a1 = ~ ~ b1 = ~ b1µ1 
/=O k=l µ1=ck k=lµ1 =ck l=O 
The condition 
m-1 I 
~ b1µ1=2 
/=O 
for algebraic order two yields 
m-l I 
~ a1µ1=-z. (3.13) 
/=O 
For an ARKN method of order p~3 we have the consistency condition 
m-l I 
~ V2(0)a1µ1=6· 
/=O 
Because of V2(0)= 0, it follows that 
m-1 I 
~ a1µ1=3. 
/=O 
Thus we have a contradiction to (3.13) and the theorem is proved. 0 
3.4. Predictor - corrector methods 
For predictor - corrector methods of type (2.10) we find 
F(z,v) -1 (3.14). R . ' 
z -S(z,e'v) 
where Rand Sare defined in (2.12). The analogue of the Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 reads: 
THEOREM 3.5 Let 
4,*{v):=p*(eiv) + v1"1*(eiv), #.v):=p(eiv) + v'-o{eiv) 
and define 
·- - . <p*(v) f(Z, v). - P m(Z) • • - . • -
cf> (v)-(l-b0z)cf>(v)e1<k -k)v 
(3.15) 
If £=0(TY),Pm(O)=Fl and S(O, l):FO, then the phase lag order and the dissipation order are both 
greater than or equal to y+min{p • ,p }, where p • and pare the orders of the corrector and the predic-
tor, respectively. 
PROOF. We first express the function R / S in terms of the functions P m(z),f(z, v),q,* (v) and #_v). 
From {2.12) and (3.15) we derive the relation 
R · q,*(v)-(1-b~z)#.v)ei<k" -k)v 
-(z e'v)= -,,'- +£(z v) . {3 16) 
S ' ' (Pm(z)- l)S(z,e'v) · 
Since q,* (v)=O(·rl1 +2) and #_v)=0(;+2) it follows from the assumptions of the theorem that 
~ (z,eiv)= -,,'- +O(TY[-,P. +2 + ;+2]) (3.16') 
The phase lag Pinh is now given by (cf. Definition 3.1): 
zo+Pfi -1 -1 
P;nh =I 2 11 arg ( -R / S )- arg ( + 2 ) I 
er zo z0 Po 
zo+Pij 2 
= I c-? 11 arg (zo + Po)- arg (zo - R / S) I 
I 
zo+Pfi 
11
. (Im(R /S) ) I 
= arctan , 
c-? zo-Re(R / S) · 
where Rand Sare evaluated at (z 0 ,ei'0 ). Similarly, we find 
zo+Pfi 
Dinh= I I -1 
zo-R/S · 
Substitution of (3.16') leads to 
-82 +w2 O(-/ +y+2 +j+r+2) . _ 
Dinh = I I arctan ( ) = 0(1" +y + ,P+Y) 
c O(-r2) 
and 
zo +Pfi · -
Dinh = I I -1 =0(-i/' +y + ,P+Y), 
zo +PB +0(1". + r+ 2 +j+r+2) 
proving the theorem . D 
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(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Before discussing the maximization of the order y of t: as 'T~O, we consider the case where (z, P) 
assumes a fixed value (z0 , P0). Then, by choosing Pm(z) such that (3.15) is satisfied for 
(z, P,t:)=(z0 ,P0 ,0), it follows from (3.16) that 
R ( iv) 2 
- z e 0 =-p S 0, O• 
and from (3.17) and (3.18) we obtain Pinh =Dinh =O. Thus, for given (z 0 ,P0 ) there is no phase lag and 
no dissipation. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the Stormer predictor 
<iJ,a)=<<t-1>2,n 
and the Numerov corrector 
(p* ,1/)=((t-1)2, 1
1
2 (t
2 +IOt+1)) 
Then 
- . 12 •. 12 52 
<j>=2e"[cos(p)- l +1ir], </> =2e"[(l +12ir) cos(p)-1 +12ir]. 
Substitution into (3.15) with (z,P,t:)=(z0 ,P0 ,0) leads to the condition Pm(z0)=c0, where 
(12+Pfi)cos(P0)-12+5Pij 
Co:= 2 2 I 2 (Po +zo)cos(Po)-po-zo +1Pozo 
For instance, form= 1 this condition reads 
P1(zo)=/30+/31zo=co. 
(3.19a) 
(3.19b) 
(3.19c) 
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Since we should also satisfy the compatibility condition (2. lOb ), we have to require P mO / b~) = l, i.e. 
P1(12)=.Bo+12.81 =1. 
Thus, the iteration polynomial assumes the form 
12co-zo +(1-co)z 
P1~)= 12 . 
-zo 
(3.19d) 
The one-stage predictor-corrector method generated by (3.19a), (3.19b), (3.19c) and (3.19d) has zero 
phase lag and zero dissipation as far as the inhomogeneous solution component is concerned. Its 
(algebraic) order p can be derived from Theorem 2.3. Since p* =4, p =2 and, because c0 R::- 2~ vij as 
T~O, s =2, it follows that p =4. D 
Finally, we consider the maximization of y, that is the maximization of the phase lag and dissipa-
tion order. 
THEOREM 3.6. The iteration polynomial 
m . q,*(v0 ) 
Pm(z)= -~.Bjzl; .Bo:= * - i(k"-k)vo 
1 =O q, (v0 )-q,(v0 )e 
(3.20) 
m-1 . 
.8/ = -b~(.Bo-1).Bj-i. J = 1, ... ,m -1; .Bm: =(b~ro- ~ .Bj(b~f') 
j=O 
satisfies the compatibility condition (2.1 Ob) and yields the maximal attainable phase lag l:!,nd dissipa-
tion order q = r = 2m + min(p *, p ), while the maximal algebraic order p = min {p *, 4 + 2p} . 
PROOF. First of all we impose the condition that P m(z) satisfies the compatibility condition 
PmO / b~)= I. This is achieved if .Bm is defined as in (3.20). The coefficients ,80 , .•• ,.Bm-I are now free 
for maximizing the order y oft: as T~O; It follows from (3.15) that y is maximized if Pm(z) is a Tay-
lor approximation of the function 
q,* (Po) 
T(z):= _ .. _ 
q,*(vo)-(1-b~z)'/>(vo)e'(k -k)vo 
of highest possible order. Thus, 
I djPm 1 djT 
.Bj = -., -d j (0) .= -., -d j (0), j=O, ... ,m -1. 
J. z J. z 
An elementary calculation leads to the coefficients given in (3.20). The order oft: is evidently y=2m. 
Since P m(z) satisfies the condition 
Pm(T2)=0(.Bo)=O(.f), s=max(p* -p, 0) 
it follows from Theorem 2.3 that the maximal possible algebraic order is given as in the theorem. D 
EXAMPLE 3.4 We again consider a method based on the Stormer predictor (3.19a) and the Numerov 
corrector (3.19b). Choosing m =2, the iteration polynomial defined by Theorem 3.6 assumes the form 
1 I .B 2 2 P2(z)=.Bo-12.Bo(.Bo-l)z + 144 ( o-1) z , 
where 
(12+vij) cos (v0)-12+5vij .Bo=~--------~ 
vij(cos(v0)- l) 
(3.21) 
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The resulting 2-stage method has algebraic order p = 4, phase lag order q = 6 and dissipation order 
r =6. Notice that the value of z0 does not enter in the iteration polynomial. D 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
4.1. Testing strategy 
In this section we will test .the RKN type methods and the PC methods as described in •the preced-
ing sections. 
Because the major aim of this paper is an accurate treatment of the inhomogeneous solution com-
ponent, we will apply the methods to test examples in which the forced oscillation strongly dominates 
the homogeneous solution components. 
In the examples we will concentrate on the phase errors in the numerical solution. To measure the 
total phase lag at the endpoint t = T, we define 
cd(T): = - 10log(li(yN-y(T)) / y'(T)ll 00 ), N = T / T, (4.1) 
where N denotes the number of steps performed and T is a zero of the exact solution. If the numeri-
cal solution YN is small at tN = T, then, by taking the slope y'(T) into account, this cd-value is an ade-
quate measure for the phase lag. 
Because the number off-evaluations per step is not the same for all methods, we adjusted the step 
sizes in sucl:i: a way as to obtain an equal amount of computational effort (in terms of f-evaluations) 
over the whole range of integration. This strategy is only valid for comparing the efficiency of the 
explicit schemes. The computational effort of the ARKN methods is determined not only by function 
evaluations, but also by the solution of linear systems of equations (including the evaluation of the 
Jacobian). If a constant stepsize is used, a substantial reduction of this effort is possible, in case the 
Jacobian is constant or if the matrix Tr::::::: fy is kept constant for some steps (the algebraic order is 
independent of 1). A new LU-decomposition is required only after a change of T. 
4.2,Specification of the methods 
Now, we will discuss the methods which will be actually tested. First, we briefly mention the 
schemes and at the end of this subsection we summarize their characteristics. 
RKN methods 
To start with, from the family of Runge-Kutta-Nystrom methods we will test the two schemes as 
given by (3.6a), (3.5) and by (3.6a), (3.6b). 
ARKN methods 
To keep the computational effort small we implemented the one-stage method (3.9). For R 0(z) we 
used the Pade-approximations P 11 (ARKNl) and P22 (ARKN2). The choice of P 22 requires more 
work (matrix-by-matrix multiplication) but yields the propagated phase lag order 4. 
PC methods 
Next, we implemented the one- and two-stage PC schemes based on the Stormer predictor and 
Numerov corrector. The iteration polynomials, defining these schemes, are given in the Examples 3.3 
and 3.4, respectively. From these polynomials, the actual PC schemes are straightforwardly con-
structed (see also [7]). For both schemes we start with 
1 ~n = 2yn-Yn-1 +U-r2(10J,.+J,.-1), A0~1 =2yn-Yn-I +-?J,. · (4.2a) 
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Now, form= l, the final result Yn + 1 is obtained by 
Yn + 1=[(12co-zo)y~0~1 + (12-12co)~n +(l -co)-r2 fn°~ i] / (12-zo), (4.2b) 
where c0 is given by (3.19c). 1bis fourth-order scheme should only be -applied when exact values for 
z 0 and v0 are available. In that case the inhomogeneous solution component is integrated without any 
error. 
The two-stage scheme, which is to be used in case of small z0-values, also starts with (4.2a) but 
proceeds with 
1 y~1~1 =.BoA0~1 +(1-.Bo)~n +120-.Bo)-r2 .fn°~" (4.2c) 
Yn +I= .BoA0~ 1 +(1-.Bo)~n + 112 (l -.Bo)-r2 /n1~" 
where .Bo is given in (3.21). 
In implementing this two-step method, we need the starting value y 1• This value was provided by 
the classical Nystrom method, using an extremely small time step. Hence, this value can be con-
sidered as the exact starting value y(t 1 ). 
Conventional methods 
Finally, for reasons of comparison, we also applied two commonly-used explicit methods: the well-
known, second-order Stormer method (cf (3.19a) 
Yn+I = 2yn-Yn-I + -r2j(tn,Yn) (4.3) 
will be used to compare the second-order RKN type methods with, whereas the classical fourth-order 
Nystrom scheme, given by 
I I 
-2 8 
0 I 2 
I I 0 
(4.4) 
6 3 
2 
6 3 6 
will serve as a reference for the fourth-order PC methods. 
In the following table we summarize the characteristics of the above methods (an infinite order of 
dissipation refers to methods for which the stepsize satisfies the periodicity condition): 
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definition of the method (4.3) (3.6) (3.6a),(3.5) (3.9) (3.9) (4.4) (4.2a+b) (4.2a+c) 
abbreviation to be used ST RKNl RKN2 ARKN1ARKN2 NYS PCl PC2 
algebraic order 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 
phase lag propagated 2 2 4 2 4 4 4 4 
order inhom. 2 00 00 00 00 4 00 6 
dissipation propagated 00 00 00 00 00 4 00 00 
order inhom. 2 00 2 2 2 4 00 6 
number of f-evaluations 
per step 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 3 
periodicity interval* [0,22 ] [0,(2.85)2] [0,(3.46)2] [O, oo ) [O, oo ) [0,(2.58)2] [0,(2.44)2] [0,(2.30)2] 
*In the cases (3.6) and (4.2) this periodicity interval varies slowly with v0 
4.3.A model problem 
As a first example we consider the model equation 
y" +82y =c sin( wt) 
we 
, 0,,;;;,.1,,;;;,.T, y(O)=O, y'(O) = 81) - _ 82 +w2 (4.5) 
Obviously, the solution is given by 
y(t)=8 sin(&)- 2c 2 sin(wt). 
-I) +w 
(4.6) 
In our experiments, we selected the parameter values 8 = 2, w = 1 and c = 1. By means of the parame-
ter 8 we can adjust the influence of the homogeneous solution component. Let us start with 8 = 1. As 
the endpoint of the integration interval we choose T = lOO?T; additionally, we measured the dispersion 
after the first 5 periods. The results of the various schemes can be found in Table 4.1. These results 
clearly demonstrate that the propagated phase lag 
TABLE 4.1 cd(T)-values for problem (4.5) with 8= 1 for several values of T 
method 'T T=2'1T T=4?T T=6?T T=8?T T=lO 'IT T= 100 'IT 
ST 'IT 130 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.3 0.4 
RKNl 'IT /15 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.2 0.4 
RKN2 'IT 115 3.6 3.3 3.2 3.0 2.9 1.9 
ARKNl 'IT 130 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.5 
ARKN2 'IT 130 4.8 4.5 4.4 4.2 4.1 3.1 
NYS 'IT 110 2.6 2.3 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.0 
PCl 'IT 115 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.0 2.9 1.9 
PC2 'IT /10 2.8 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.1 1.1 
in the homogeneous solution component is the major source of phase errors, as it is to be expected. 
The accuracies, listed in this table are in good agreement with the propagated phase lag orders as 
tabulated in the previous subsection, and it is clear that the PC and RKN type methods hardly 
benefit from their special features with respect to the inhomogeneous solution component. 
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Next, we suppress the homogeneous solution component in the analytical solution by setting O=O. 
As pointed out in Section 3.1, this does not imply the absence of this component in the numerical 
solution; as a matter of fact, this component is introduced by all schemes and its phase error is pro-
pagated as the inte~ation proceeds. _!,et U§ write y(t) =A ~in(wt) and)et the numerical solution be 
represented by Yn =A sin(wtn + £) + Osin(&n), where E and 0 are small. Then 
- - -
y(tn) - Yn~(A -A)sin(wtn) - Osin(&n) - £WA cos(wtn) - 0(8 - 8)tn cos(8tn). 
The behaviour of the erorr heavily depends on the values of the frequencies w and 8, and on the 
points tn = T where the phase shift is estimated. For instance, in the present experiment (see Table 
4.2), 8 = 2w and T is a multiple of 'IT. Hence, 
- - -
y(tn) - Yn~ - £WA cos(wtn) - 0(8- 8)tn cos(8tn)· 
If now the inhomogeneous phase error£ is small with respect to 0(8 - 8)tn, we will observe a linearly 
increasing phase error at the points T. Generally, however, when 8 is not a multiple of w, we will have 
an oscillating phase error. _ _ 
Apart from the parameters w and 8, the values of A,£ and 0 do also determine the error behaviour. 
For example, both the PCl and RKNl method do not possess an initial phase error of the inhomo-
geneous type, because they were provided with the exact z0-value. However, the PCl method, having 
a larger propagated phase lag order, behaves much more accurately. For the same reason, the PC2 
and RKN2 methods are superior to the RKN 1 scheme. As a 
TABLE 4.2 cd(T)-values for problem (4.5) with O=O for several values of T. 
method T T=27T T=47T T=6'1T T=87T T=lO 'IT T= 100 'IT 
ST 'IT 130 5.5 5.2 5.0 4.9 4.8 3.9 
RKNI 'IT /15 4.2 3.9 3.7 3.6 3.5 2.7 
RKN2 'IT 115 6.3 6.0 5.8 5.7 5.6 4.6 
ARKNl 'IT 130 4.2 3.9 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.0 
ARKN2 'IT 130 7.3 7.0 6.8 6.7 6.6 5.6 
NYS 'IT 110 6.0 5.7 5.5 5.4 5.3 4.4 
PCl 'IT /15 14.0 13.3 13.0 13.0 13.1 11.5 
PC2 'IT /10 8.3 8.0 7.8 7.7 7.6 6.6 
consequence, these methods behave significantly more efficiently than the corresponding classical 
method of the same order. The Stormer method behaves slightly more accurately than ARKNI. This 
is due to the fact, that the coefficient of the main error term of the propagated phase error is 1124 for 
ST and 1112 for ARKNI. Finally, we conclude from this example, that it is of great importance to 
use a method by which the numerical homogeneous solution components are also treated adequately, 
even in cases where the analytical solution only contains inhomogeneous components. 
4.4.A non-linear example 
As a second example, we consider Duffing's equation, forced by a harmonic function (van 
Dooren,[4]) 
y"(t)+y(t)+y 3(t)=c cos(wt), O~t~T, (4.7) 
with the parameter values c =2u? and w= 1.01. The initial conditions read 
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y(O}=A, y'(O)=O, (4.8) 
where A is obtained from the Galerkin approximation JG, evaluated at t = 0: 
00 
JG(t}= ~ a1;+1 cos((2i + l)wt). (4.9a) 
i=O 
Van Dooren calculated an approximation of order 9, having the same frequency as the forcing term; 
with an absolute precision of 10- 12 , the coefficients are given by 
a 1 =.200179477536, a 3 =.246946143!<? , (4.9b) 
a 5 =.304014iQ6 , a 7 =.374iQ9 , a9 =0. 
The exact solution (4.9) has its zeros at t =I· 2:, I odd. Table 4.3 shows the phase errors produced 
by the various schemes at T={l,11,lOl}*'IT /2w. The methods PCl and RKNl, which need a 8-
value, were given 8 = 1.0 
TABLE 4.3 cd(T)-values for problem (4.7),(4.8) for several values of T 
method 2w T=_!!_ T=ll...!!._ T = 101...!!._ T.-
7T 2w 2w 2w 
ST l/30 3.8 2.7 2.1 
RKNl 1/15 4.5 3.5 2.9 
RKN2 1/15 4.6 3.6 3.0 
ARKNl 1/30 3.4/3.5 2.4/2.4 1.8/ 1.8 
ARKN2 1/30 5.3/4.7 4.3/3.6 3.513.0 
NYS 1/10 5.5 4.5 3.7 
PCl 1/15 7.2 6.2 5.7 
PC2 1/10 6.8 6.8 7.4 
The cd-values for the ARKN methods correspond to T= fy(tmYn) / T= constant part of fy, respec-
tively. The conclusions for this example are similar to those of the previous one. Again, the accumu-
lated (homogeneous) phase errors mainly determine the accuracy behaviour of the method with the 
exception of PC2 which behaves different for this example. With 8= l,w= 1.01 we obtain o2 ~1/12 
for RKNl, so that RKNl and"RKN2 are nearly equal for this example. This explains the good per-
formance of RKN 1 for this problem. 
4. 5. A hyperbolic equation 
As a last example, we test the wave equation (see also [8]) 
a2 u a2u 1 
- 2 =gd(x)--2 +-4 t.
2(x,u) u +s(t,x ;w), O:;;;;x:;;;;b, 0:;;;;1:;;;;T, 
at ax 
(4. lOa) 
where the source term s is prescribed by 
s(t,x;w)=A cos( 77:)sin(wt). (4.lOb) 
Here, d(x) is the depth function given by d =d0 [2+cos(2'1Tx / b)], g denotes the acceleration of grav-
ity, and A(x,u) is the coefficient of bottom friction defined by A=giul / C2d with Chezy coefficient C, 
where w is a parameter. The boundary conditions are of the type 
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au au 
ax (t, O)=~(t,b)=O 
and the initial conditions are given by 
'7TX 
u(O,x) = 0, ur(O,x)=Awcos(b) 
(4.lOc) 
(4.lOd) 
By choosing the initial and boundary conditions consistent with the forced oscillation { 4. lOb ), we 
expect a solution which is dominated by the inhomogeneous solution component, possessing the same 
frequency w. For not too large w-values, this turned out to be the case. 
In the numerical tests, we selected the parameter values 
g=9.81, b=lOO, A =O.l, C=50, d0 =10. (4.lOe) 
We semi-discretized (4.10) on an equidistant space grid with LU =b / 10, using second-order sym-
metric differences. The resulting system of ODEs will be integrated over two periods in time. Results 
are given for the ninth component of this ODE, i.e. the one which approximates u(t,x) at x =8Lh. 
As we have no analytical solution available, we determined numerically (using an extremely small 
time step) the point T where this component has its fourth zero and additionally, we calculated 
y'(T)(cf. (4.1)). 
This test was performed for two values of the parameter w, viz w=0.5 and w=O.I. For these w-
values we found T::::::::28.818867, y'(T):::::::: 1.18 and T:::::::: 125.75714, y'(T)::::::::0.067, respectively. The 
results for several step sizes are given in Table 4.4; an "*" denotes an unstable behaviour. The presen-
tation for the ARKN methods is analogous to Table 4.3. The methods PCl and RKNl, 
TABLE 4.4 cd(T)-values for problem (4.10) with w=0.5 and w=O.l, for several step sizes r; r=T / N. 
method T=28.818867; w =0.5 T= 125.75714; w =0.1 N cd N cd N cd N cd N cd 
ST 120 2.1 240 2.7 300 1.0 600 1.6 1200 2.2 
RKNl 60 1.7 120 2.9 150 * 300 1.3 600 3.1 
RKN2 60 3.0 120 3.6 150 3.0 300 4.4 600 4.5 
ARKNl 120 1.8/ 1.8 240 2.412.4 300 0.7/0.7 600 1.3/1.3 1200 1.9/1.9 
ARKN2 120 3.5/3.5 240 4.1/4.l 300 4.1/4.l 600 4.414.4 1200 4.9/4.9 
NYS 40 3.3 80 4.5 100 * 200 2.9 400 4.1 
PCl 60 1.7 120 2.6 150 * 300 1.3 600 2.2 
PC2 40 3.4 80 5.7 100 * 200 3.0 400 4.2 
which need a 8-value, were provided with 8= 10. However, because this example deals with a system 
of (coupled) ODEs, it is not clear in advance what 8-value should be chosen for these "fitted" 
methods; and indeed, Table 4.4 shows a rather poor behaviour for these schemes. Moreover, their per-
formance is quite sensitive to the value of 8, as is clear from the following table, where we repeated 
the experiment for w=0.5 and N =60: 
8-value 
cd-value for RKNl 
cd-value for PC 1 
1 5 
2.0 2.3 
3.4 2.0 
10 
1.7 
1.7 
15 
1.6 
1.6 
20 
1.5 
1.6 
21 
4. 6. Conclusions 
These numerical tests show, that the efficiency of our reduced phase lag methods essentially 
depends on the propagated phase lag order. It is therefore reasonable to exploit the free parameters of 
the methods in order to reduce the propagated phase error (a2 =lf' 12 for RKN2, R 0 =P22 for 
ARKN2). We want to remark, that the specific advantages of the ARKN methods (unbounded inter-
val of periodicity) appear only at problems possessing quickly oscillating solution components, which 
however have no or only small influence to the solution (see [11]). If stability requirements are not 
very strong, then with respect to accuracy and computational effort RKN2 is the best of the methods 
of algebraic order 2, whereas the PC methods are best of the fourth-order methods. 
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